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Game Engine Prepares for the  
Future by Optimizing for Multi-Core 
Intel® Processors
The Intel® Software Partner Program guides The Game Creators 
toward the multi-core future for their FPS Creator X10*  
development environment. 

The Game Creators, based in Lancashire, United Kingdom, helps independent 
game developers cut down the time required to make new titles and reduce 
the complexity of supporting the latest hardware. Intuitive, drag-and-drop 
interfaces automate otherwise-tedious details for the developer. While high-
quality 3-D games can be created in this fashion without writing a line of 
code, the FPS Creator X10* product also provides the capability to modify 
game elements by means of a simple scripting language. By building optimized 
support for the latest PC hardware into the platform, The Game Creators 
relieves game developers from difficult tasks like multi-threading, which  
allows them to focus on their games instead of performance details.

Meeting the needs of independent game developers

FPS Creator X10* provides building blocks for assembling high-quality first-person shooter games without 

coding. Multi-threading within the platform enables the finished product to make good use of multiple 

processing cores, even if the game developer knows nothing about threading. As part of the development 

of the platform, which is written in C++ and based on DirectX* 10, The Game Creators credits the Intel® 

Software Partner Program with making them aware of the necessity of threading, as well as providing 

them with documentation and encouragement to get started.

FPS Creator X10 provides an intuitive 3-D editor that allows developers to drag and drop elements into a 

workspace to create their game universe. Those elements, AI behaviors, and virtually every other aspect 

of the game are based on custom scripts that developers can use as is or modify 

if they prefer, for added flexibility. The scripting language is a simple state-based 

system that does not require familiarity with C++. 

“DirectX* 10 lets games 
render hundreds of enemy 
characters, each with their 
own individual behaviors. 
That kind of scenario is 
incredibly CPU-intensive, 
so it’s critical to have very 
solid multi-threading built 
into the engine.”
- Lee Bamber, CEO and FPS Creator 

X10* Lead Engineer, The Game Creators

Challenge:
Prepare the FPS Creator* game-
development environment to create 
titles that take better advantage of 
current and future generations of  
PC hardware.

Solution: 
The Game Creators used advice and 
test hardware from Intel to thread 
their products, obtaining results like 
reducing light-mapping process time 
from about 181 seconds on one core 
to just over 53 seconds on four cores.1

Learn more:  
www.intel.com/partner
www.thegamecreators.com 
www.fpscreatorx10.com 



Using the Intel Software Partner Program as an aid in  

strategic planning

In early 2007, the Intel Software Partner Program helped The Game 

Creators develop a forward-looking business plan that would position 

them for success in the face of rapidly changing PC hardware. The  

key component of that planning was to prepare for increasingly  

multi-core processor designs, which required the company to embrace 

the challenges and rewards of software multi-threading. Intel provided 

reference materials and support, as well as introduced the FPS 

Creator X10 development team to Intel’s extensive online multi-core 

development resources (see www.intel.com/software/threading for 

details). In addition to helping ensure excellent performance, the 

threaded engine enables The Game Creators to demonstrate that  

they support the latest Intel technologies.

Solving the challenges of threaded development

In the words of Lee Bamber, CEO of The Game Creators and FPS 

Creator X10 lead engineer, “DirectX 10 lets games render hundreds 

of enemy characters, each with their own individual behaviors. That 

kind of scenario is incredibly CPU-intensive, so it’s critical to have very 

solid multi-threading built into the engine.” Building on the guidance 

they received from the Intel Software Partner Program, The Game 

Creators built a robust threading model for FPS Creator X10, aided by 

test PCs that allowed them to confirm and measure the performance 

improvement on multi-core Intel processors.

The Game Creators are incorporating the multi-threading expertise 

they gained while also threading FPS Creator into their other products, 

such as DarkBasic Professional*, a game-development language 

based on BASIC and built around DirectX. As a result, game developers 

using the full line of products will effortlessly gain the advantages of 

multi-threading to support current and future generations of multi-core 

hardware. Building winning performance into game designs is getting easier.

“This isn’t just a ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ kind of change. Optimizing for multi-core Intel® processors 
prepares our products for many generations of future hardware. In our world where gaming expectations 
demand increasing levels of computation, multi-core is not only invaluable, but absolutely critical to the 
future of games development.”

-  Lee Bamber, CEO and FPS Creator X10* Lead Engineer, The Game Creators



Reaping the rewards: Dramatic performance increases

Once the FPS Creator X10 development team members identified key 

areas where their code could benefit from being able to take advantage 

of multi-core processing, they were able to target their threading 

efforts on specific tasks. By taking advantage of multi-threading for 

AI-controlled game entities, more entities can be handled in the same 

space than with a single-threaded solution, and FPS Creator X10 is able 

to dramatically increase performance on multi-core end-user systems. 

Another aspect of the product that benefitted from multi-threading  

is the light-mapping process associated with lighting 3-D scenery.  

The Game Creators’ development and test notes indicate that a light-

mapping process that took 180.84 seconds on one core completed in 

95.20 seconds on two cores, and 53.22 seconds on four cores.1

Going to market efficiently and effectively

Another benefit from the Intel Software Partner Program is the 

ability to use Intel logos in product packaging and communications. As 

Bamber said, “As a small company, we are impressed and pleased with 

Intel’s willingness to work with us. The Intel Software Partner Program 

enabled us to use the ‘Play to Win with Intel® Core™2 Extreme Inside’ 

badge on our product packaging, which helps us distinguish our brand.” 

The Game Creators has also used the Intel Software Partner Program 

logo; together, these logos help lend credibility to the product and 

assure customers of the quality necessary to get such accreditation.

Keeping in step with advances in Intel® processor technology

Forward-focused efforts by The Game Creators, aided in part by the 

Intel Software Partner Program, have poised FPS Creator X10 to 

provide excellent results to independent game developers now and in 

the future. The threading guidance they received from Intel led them 

to dramatically improve their product for today’s multi-core processors 

as well as scale for future generations as the number of cores 

continues to increase. On-site and remote test PCs helped the product 

team refine their threading algorithms and quantify their success. 

Finally, when the product was ready for market, the use of Intel logos 

associated the product with established quality and industry leadership.

“This isn’t just a ‘here today, gone tomorrow’ kind of change. Optimizing 

for multi-core Intel processors prepares our products for many 

generations of future hardware,” according to Bamber. “In our world 

where gaming expectations demand increasing levels of computation, 

multi-core is not only invaluable, but absolutely critical to the future of 

games development.”

“As a small company, we are impressed and pleased with Intel’s willingness to work with us. The Intel® 
Software Partner Program enabled us to use the ‘Play to Win with Intel® Core™2 Extreme Inside’ badge on 
our product packaging, which helps us distinguish our brand.”

-  Lee Bamber, CEO and FPS Creator X10* Lead Engineer, The Game Creators
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About the Intel® Software Partner Program

The Intel® Software Partner Program provides a framework for collaborative solution development around Intel architecture. From business 

planning and product development to marketing and sales, the program drives increased business success and market opportunities.
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1Internal measurements by The Game Creators. Test system configuration: Intel® Core™2 Quad processor @ 2.66 GHz with 2 GB RAM running Microsoft Windows Vista Ultimate*.




